Idaho Puts Crimp in W. S. C.'s Championship Aspirations

Only Team To Score On Bender's Agitation in Two Years—Wonderful Scoring Machine Fails To Score.

After Fierce Contest Idaho Defeats Washington State College 5 to 4—Superior Defense and Team Work Turns the Trick.

The University of Idaho football eleven scored five touchdowns in playing the Washington State College before a crowd of three thousand people on the gridiron at Moscow yesterday. The advantage in score was small, the victory was decisive, and in view of the odds involved, Idaho was all the more sweet.

Juniors Bury

In Flavor W. S. C.

Washington State College came to Moscow with the best bunch of individual stars ever assembled in the Northwest. Their back field consisted of three all-northwest backs, and their quarterback was able to be clever. They lined counted of seven young men, each a star in himself, who were an asset with the critical physical hood of the Inland Empire, and it seemed not to have a weak spot. And behind the team was a marvelous record. They were not scored against in 1906 and this season had scored a total of two hundred and forty points. They were unanimously picked by all football experts to win. W. S. C.'s team was 147 pounds heavier or on an average of 15 pounds to the man. W. S. C.'s line averaged 179 pounds, Washington State College's; W. S. C.'s line averaged 173 to 150 for Idaho's. Such were the odds against which Idaho fought yesterday. But last but her team was not disheartened. She sent in 11. Idaho each of her line was determined to play until carried from it. The team was acknowledged to be master of the new game and by reason of their light weight was faster than its opponents. And the one thing for which Idaho cohorts had prayed for weeks was in their favor; a hard, dry field.

How Score Was Made

Idaho's touchdown came in the first half after twelve minutes of play. Idaho had kicked off. W. S. C. had just made a 30 yard line all on Fullman, Idaho said: "A good drop kick." It was their time to root and root they did. It could easily have been heard in Pullman. They began to feel confid-ent for they saw their team now striking its real goal. But the nally was short and soon Idaho was again forcing them to play a defensive game. W. S. C., on two other occasions, got close enough to Idaho's goal to try for kicks and once missed the bar by a yard. That was their last shot. When Idaho pushed on again it became ap-parent that Idaho was the winner. W. S. C. was missed auffed. For the goal and he as he near the line the opposing safeties closed in on him. 

Revolutionary Leader—Revolutionary Leader

A large crowd of students, faculty members and townsmen was present at the game. President Burt L. French, who took that assembly as his last opportunity to address the University students before he returned to Washington to assume his duties as member of congress. Mr. French spoke of some of the incidental phases of congressional practice. The rules of the House of Representatives on matters of adjourn-ment and the previous question was explained, allotment of seats was de-emphasized. The great feature was the public spirit of the men who compose the nation's legislative bodies. The speaker declared that the public is apt to underestimate the disinterestedness and self-sacrifice of the lawmakers at Washington.
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A large number of delegates of the class of '09 conducted a Wednesday afternoon at 4:40 in the agricultural building and transacted a large amount of business, an important part of which was the substitution of a well电子商务 and public spirit of the men who compose the nation's legislative bodies. The speaker declared that the public is apt to underestimate the disinterestedness and self-sacrifice of the lawmakers at Washington.
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The Cloak Store

Sale Will Begin Thursday, Nov. 14

The Model Hat Shop
Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats

A Closing Out Sale
Owing to continued sickness and outside interests

Will Sell All

Everything must go. A

Special Reduction until all are sold.

H. P. EGGAN'S
Photo Studio

S. C. CURTIS, Thompson Bros.

The First National Bank of Moscow

IDABO BOOGIE

The oldest and largest bank in Idaho

Union National Bank

THE IDAHO MEAT MARKET

Featuring fine cuts of the finest beef, veal, and lamb

Fresh and salt meats, all kinds of sausages, spanish meats, game, fish and oysters in season

IDAHOAN'S BOOKING

The oldest and largest bank in Idaho

Union National Bank
Hogge—The first class barber.

Miss Florence Anderson spent the latter part of last week visiting friends in Spokane.

Share at Graham's and look right.

The Mines' Lelia Tilley and Sidney Roberts visited friends at Riddelham Hall, last week.

Student get a college hair cut at Graham's.

Miss Ruth Hess, who has been confined to the Hospital for the last few weeks, will soon be able to return to her college work.

Miss Esther Larson was a guest at Riddelham Hall last Friday and Saturday.

She came to attend the football game and Athletic Ball. 

Go to the Hotel Barber Shop for a fine shave.

Special attention paid to the student trade by Hogge, the barber.

Stanley Jones, '10, left Tuesday for Spokane to secure medical aid for a case of influenza. The student has made it impossible for him to attend to his college work. It is possible that Mr. Jones may not return to college.

Mrs. Young, Misses Meynard, Homing-Murphy, and a number of the Dormitory girls gave a dinner to the girls Saturday evening in the Domestic Science room of Riddelham Hall, in honor of Miss Mabel Wilkinson. Other guests were Miss Sidro Reeves of Spokane, Miss Chiittie of Coeur d'Alene and Miss Esther Larson of Troy.

Miss Wilkinson, who is soon to leave college and return to "home base" at Idaho Falls, is one of the most popular girls in the hall and it is very much regretted that she can not remain for the rest of the year.

WHITMAN NEXT SATURDAY

Husky Bunch of Missionaries Will Meet Idaho on Local Gridiron

Whitman has Strongest Team in Years and Has Not Met Defeat This Season

The last and what promises to be the hardest game of the season will be played at the local grounds next Saturday with Whitman's strong team. This test was not met last season and will be the best of the 22nd and 23rd and are good for three years. Those who accept the scholarships are warned that this sum is more than necessary to cover the expenses of the year, including vacations as well as term. A scholar must not, therefore, count on his scholarship leaving him any margin—least of all in his first year, in which owing to unavoidable initial payments, expenses are heaviest.

The general requirements of eligibility are as follows. The candidate must be unmarried and must be a citizen of the United States. The age limit is from nineteen to twenty-five. Moreover, all the applicants shall have reached, or be going into residence, at least the end of their sophomore year as some recognized degree granting university or college of the United States.

The final selection does not depend on the highest grade obtained in the examination. In accordance with the wish of Mr. Rhodes, the trustees desire that "in the election of a student to a scholarship, regard shall be had to literary and scholastic attainments, his goodness for and success in many out-door sports, such as cricket, tennis, and the like; his qualities of manhood, truth, courage, Lertion to duty, sympathy for and protection of the weak, kindness, unselfishness and fellowship, his exhibitions during school days moral force of character, and ability to lead and to take an interest in his schoolmates.

Guy W. Wolfe of the class of '99 is visitor in the city from Spokane.

Whitman is probably a little heavier but in speed they are about equal. Both teams play the new game, many of their plays consisting of forward passes.

Idaho goes into the game, hopeful but not over-confident. She wishes that to beat Whitman she will have to fight every minute of the game and that victory may come only by playing real football.

The team was considerably bruised in the game Friday but Coach Middletone hopes to have them all in the game Saturday. Jelicks' ankle is still weak and Neibitt may play his position. Stein's arm is stiff from the injury received last Friday, but he has declared that he will be ready when the whistle blows for play against Whitman.

One thing is certain, Idaho's play is improving with every game and when Whitman steps onto the field she will be confronted by eleven determined men whose spirit has been tested. The exhibition last Friday showed their mettle. And one more point it certainly and that is if Idaho wins she must be backed by every student in the college.

DATE FOR EXAMS. SET

Notification has been received by Pres. McLean that the Rhodes Scholarships examinations for the state of Idaho will be held January 21 and 22. They will be held as usual at the University. 

J. Crooke, George E. Curtis, and R. Syepler, all Juniors, will take the examination. B. D. Mudgett, '08, who qualified last year, will conduct for the scholarship with whoever may pass this year's tests.

Three Idaho students have gone to Oxford already: L. H. Gibson, '03, the first scholar from this state, finished his course last year and now holds the professorship of history at the College of Idaho, at Caldwell. Carol H. Foster, '08, and McKeen P. Morrow, '08, are now in residence at Braesnoe College and Worrington College respectively.

After this year no new scholarships will be open until 1910, when another trial will be given, as scholarships are given two years in succession and none on the third year. The scholarships are of the value of 300 pounds ($1,500) and are good for three years. Those who accept the scholarships are warned that this sum is more than necessary to cover the expenses of the year, including vacations as well as term. A scholar must not, therefore, count on his scholarship leaving him any margin—at least of all in his first year, in which owing to unavoidable initial payments, expenses are heaviest.

The general requirements of eligibility are as follows. The candidate must be unmarried and must be a citizen of the United States. The age limit is from nineteen to twenty-five. Moreover, all the applicants shall have reached, or be going into residence, at least the end of their sophomore year as some recognized degree granting university or college of the United States. The final selection does not depend on the highest grade obtained in the examination. In accordance with the wish of Mr. Rhodes, the trustees desire that "in the election of a student to a scholarship, regard shall be had to literary and scholastic attainments, his goodness for and success in many outdoor sports, such as cricket, tennis, and the like; his qualities of manhood, truth, courage, devotion to duty, sympathy for and protection of the weak, kindness, unselfishness and fellowship, his exhibitions during school days moral force of character, and ability to lead and to take an interest in his schoolmates.

Guy W. Wolfe of the class of '99 is visitor in the city, from Spokane.

THE HOTEL MOSCOW

BARBER SHOP

Will give students those fine College haircuts.

Enquire for young men's latest garments at popular prices at... Silver's...

Moscow - Idaho

NEW INSTRUCTOR

A. P. Vaughan assumed this week the duties of instructor in History in the preparatory department. Mr. Vaughan took his college work at Leenon College, Iowa, and later took a professional course at Princeton. He has been for the last three and a half years employed in educational work in Japan. In addition to his work as instructor, Mr. Vaughan will report university news for the newspapers of the state.

SWAN & COFFIN

Staple and Fancy Groceries for

COLLINS & ORLAND

HARDWARE CO.

General Hardware.

MOSCOW LIVERY STABLE

For Fine Rigs

Special attention to transient trade

PHONE 611

The

COLD STORAGE MARKET

HAGAN & CUSHING, Props.

Telephone No. 71, 219 Main St.

FRANK YANGLE

Merchant Tailor

Repairing a Specialty Special rates to Students

Armstrong

..Uniforms...

-Made to Order-

The kind that fit and hold their shape.

Suits and overcoats in snappy styles for College men.

Rollin Smith, '09
Theta Mu Epsilon House
Deakin Ave.